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Problems Involved in Some Models of Selection in Forest Tree Breeding
By K. STERN and H. H. HATTEMER~)
I n recent fdecades the breeding of forest trees by selection has been started in seversl countries. The objects of
the breeding programs have boen numerous and many
species are invoived. The breaders chose methods in accord
with the biological features of the species arid the objectives 0f their werk. Within the last years,
methOds 0f qualltitative genetics have been e m ~ l O ~ e
t0d
test arid
the prospects 0f success frOm the variOus
and
selection methods. It is a merit of authors as GODDARD
BROwN (lg61)i WRIGHT(lg60), S c ~ R E I N E R
arid Others
that all over the world forest tree breeders though being
sometimes not too familiar with genetic statistics try to
check their breeding programs fcr efficiency. One should
0f mere
not overemphasize
the Other band, the
calculations because in general little is known about genetic parameters 0f the populations
with7
about
tain biological features of tne s p ~ c i e sand
,
a b ~ u the
t
complexity the breeder is confronted with in a given case.
Readers should not think that there is something controversial to older Papers on forest tree breeding methods, for
example those by the "Scandinavian School" (refer to
ANDERSSON.
1943 who for the first time introduced ciuantitative genetics into forest tree breeding and. ANDERSSON,
1960 for more detailed informations). In the opiiiion of the
present writers nothing justifies a controverse betmeen
the group of authors named first who strongly advocate the
concept of "seedling seed orchards" anld those tree breeders
who prefer to use "clonal seed orchards". Here must be
stressed that such analyses must be confined to those methods which are possible for a particular situation because
the conditions may restrict the number of feasible methods.
I n this paper we shall try to derive the expectafions of gain
from some standarld methods of selection.
h0wever7

I. Selection based on parental merit

Four procedures are possible:
11) Selection of seed stands and thinning uf these seed
stands to the best trees.
Selection of plus trees and collection of seed from
these plus trees after free pollination.
Selection of plus trees in seed stands thinned to
the best trees, and collection of seed from these
plus trees after free pollination.
Selection of plus trees and establishment of seed
orchards using the seedling offspring of the plus
trees
141) after free pollination in a normal stand,
142) after free pollination in a seed stnnd thinned
to the best trees,
143) after controlled inter-pollination of the plus
trees using a
mix derived from all thplus trees.
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15) Selection oif plus trees and establishment of a clonal seed orchard.
Now the gain from selection of seed stands cannot be
estimated without progeny tests (the term "prooeny test,, is
here to refer to seedling progeny test); ,~onsequcntly
it may be neglected. Moreover, the assumption of an effective selection from the use of tke best stands r s seed
involves the assumption of base
wit-, other

than random-mating structure. All our methods of estimation, however, are base,d
tkie assumption tliat we are
dealing
random-mating
consequfntly they
are not applicable to the given situation. Recently GRIFFING
(1962) investigated several methods of simultaneous selection using different base populations. His study is very
relevant but the use of his methods requires knowledge of
we d o not possess. It will latfr be
Seen that even in selection using a random-mating population difficulties arise in this context. An earlier paper by
the senior author (S TERN, 1961) dealt with the assumptions
which permit deviations from a random-mating structure
if appropriate progeny tests exist.
Let us suppose that the random-mating popu!ation from
which we select consists of the population of a tree species
occurring within the boundaries 09 "planta~enzoner" (a
seed orchard Zone as in Sweden) or of a "Wuchsgebiet" (a
growth region as in Germany). We will further assume that
this area is uniform so that interactions betwsen genotype
anld environment do not exist. Likewise, interactions between genotype anid age, and between genotype, age and
environment are also excluded (the selectioris are to be
used within the range of the base population). Finally, this
population has the best conditions for selection in the area
concerned, that is, the most favourable combination of al:
characters to be subjected to selection. and in the extreme
case a high mean genotypic value of all these characters.
This assumption like that of non-existence of interactions
can be proved only by progeny tests.
Moreover, in estimating genetic gain it is necesswy to
know at least the additive genetic variance of the characters, their genetic correlations and heritabilities. Reliable
estimates can only be obtained by progeny tests. The results
of S AKAI and HATAKEIAMA
(1953) indicate new ways and we
hope that furtlher studies of the rnethod will help to overcome the obstacles still existing; but it is not yet advanced
far enough.
Because of the lack of evildence, the reader may join
with some authors in thinking that estimatiors of genetic
gain are reasonable only in some simple situations. For
example, SYUILLACE
and DORMAN
(1961) and SQUILLACE and
BENGTSON
(1961) make calculations of this kind for gum
yield in Pinus elliottii; this is a simple character.
But arguments of this kind do not concern us here becauSe we are ldealing O n l ~with general ideas arid their discussion. The breeder must himself deci~deon their use in a

